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The home that Evelina Hu of The Plush has created will make 
you believe you've gone back in time to the 17th century when 

King Louis XIV ruled from the Palace of Versailles 



STEP fNTO T HE AWE-INSPI RING INTERIORS OF TH IS 
penthouse at The Edge on Cairnhill and you'll enter a lavish 
parallel universe, one where the owners got their fairy tale ending. 
And as in all great fairy tales, the dreams of the protagonists 
come true. Thank Taiwanese and US-educated Evelina Hu 
design director and founder of the five-year-old interior desig~ 
company The Plush, for this delectable classical look that was 
one and a half years in the making. Aiming to go beyond the 
owners' expectations, she has achieved j ust that, leaving a broad 
smi le on their faces . After nine years in the business, she has an 
intuitive approach and easily understands the needs of her clients. 
She says, "I love dealing with people. Interior design is not just 
about doing stuff that's beautiful; it's about understanding people 
around you. r like the feeling of when people say it's impossible; 
I can make it possible." 

Part of her inspirational process for this apartment involved 
a 10-day trip to Paris to visit the Louvre, Palace of Versailles, 
chapels and cathedrals. Hu recounts, " In actual fact, we have 
designed a few houses for them. Each house we do is always 
better than the other, and each is a different theme altogether. 
Prior to this, we did the Taiwan house of the owners. And after 
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that, we thought we had reached our limits, so I travelled to Paris 
just for inspiration, to blow my mind so that we could come up 
with something that's totally different from what we had already 
done in the past. For me, it's partially a hobby, passion, or else I 
wouldn't go that far. Because the owner would be happy with just 
a simple design, but for us, since they gave us a free hand, we 
were going to impress them." 

The owners asked for a classical design and left everything 
else to The Plush, so satisfied have they been with the firm. And 
you can see why. Even before you step into the abode, you are 
greeted by the front door carved by master craftsmen overseas. 
finished in Singapore and with a handle decked out in Swarovski 
crystals. Enter the two-storey tall grand foyer and witness a 
gorgeous round Persian carpet, circular wood inlay coffee table, 
curtain fabrics from England with a vertical striped pattern. 
unique furniture from Italy and Spain and a magnificent in-house 
designed custom-made curved sofa with a paisley pattern and 
throw pillows composed of about 10 types of European fabrics 
and trimmings mostly from Vere! (sister company of Hermes) and 
Houles. But your eye is immediately drawn up by the immense 
floor-to-ceiling windows to the top where stained glass panels "' 
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repeat in geometric patterns and a mural depicts floating 
cherubs pa inted by a group of fine artists specially flown in 
for the occasion. 

Columns with a one-of-a-kind marble-like effect abound 
and bespoke carved wall features with gold antique effect 
highlighting the royal fleur-de-lys-i nspired ornamentation 
frame the spaces, choreographed as a progression of views as 
you move through each room where new elements unfold in a 
seamless flow. The majestic dining table seating eight persons 
\\ ith elaborate legs and a glass tabletop was purchased from 
Italy from Bazzi and is set off by an artistic display above of 
birds and butterfl ies playing about tree branches and flowers 
against a beautiful blue sky, as well as special pre-ordered 
,,allpaper with a floral motif, while the kitchen features 
cabrnets ,, 1th stained glass created by a local artist. Then there 
are small touches like gold-plated bathroom door fixtures, for 
no detail is too small for Hu to lavish her care on. Even a simple 
curtain design is pleated and se,\ n in a different manner. She 
reflects. -- it's the fun part of it. A lot of people might not want 
to take the trouble to do it." 

Mo\e up!>tairs and the \\alls sparkle with vertical strands 
ot SY.aro,i.ki cry!>tal studs that reflect light like stars in a night 
sk) You are met "'ith ~taincd glass paintings - the first of 
S\\ans under a bridge and the second of parrots in a mountain 
\ ,lllc) \\ 1th \\Jtcrltlies m the foreground . Storage being a major 
issue. clothe5 are l..ept aY.a) from sight m a wardrobe with 
an electronic re,oh mg s:,,stem. and there are even special "' 
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purpose-built cabinets for shoes, handbags, scarves 
and belts. Dressing up each morning is done with ease 
through multiple mirrors that show the front and back 
views at the same time. 

The master bedroom showcases plenty of religious 
imagery, while the wooden bed frame with large 
headboard is from Spain's Vicente Zaragoza. The 
luxuriant patterned quilt cover in olive green is soft to 
the touch and punctuated by a striped bed runner and 
throw pillows in regal shades of red, gold and olive 
from Verel. From the couch and the chair to the carpet 
and the lamps, all is a feast for the senses. Water that 
runs through the bathroom is filtered and contains 
skin-beneficial vitamin C, while the sink is adorned 
with depictions of roses. The owners 
being sporty people, there's an entire 
room dedicated to a large Huber 
machine that works on the spine and 
posture. The lighting, curtain and 
air-conditioning system is automated 
through the touch of a button on the 
control panel, which also activates 
the clubhouse one floor below 
accommodating the owners' guests. 
Elsewhere, there's an exercise room, 
kitchenette and specially-designed 
tiled outdoor barbecue area. 

It's interesting to note Hu's early 
interest in the arts from a young age, 
making her look at her work from a 
different point of view. She reveals, 
" Instead of painting it on canvas, 
you're actually doing something three 
dimensional. Sometimes even when 
the owner approves a certain design, 
I might not approve it because I feel 
that it could be even better. Rather 
than just saying yes to get it through, we'll explore a bit further 
and most of the time, the owner loves the outcome even more!" 
Calling this particular apartment her most stressful job to date, 
as if she's worked through IO projects all at once, she notes that 
it was exceptionally difficult because in Singapore. most people 
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head straight for a modern look and 
"not many people do classical the way 
we do it. And to communicate with 
the contractor with that particular 
timeframe and incorporating 
everything together, plus all the rest 
that comes from overseas!" 

So would she do the classical 
style again? "Of course!" She replies, 
"but maybe not as complicated if it 
is for a condominium as we might 
run into problem completing it due 
to resident's complaint as required 
time is too long. But for landed 
properties, we don't mind making 
it as complicated or even more 
challenging! We love exploring and 
pushing our limits to the furthest, 
both technically and in terms of 
design. We like to create designs 
exclusively for our clients, and yes, 

good design can be practical as well." There's certainly no job 
halfway done for Hu; instead, she always strives to "surprise my 
clients with something different". And her hard work certainly 
pays off, as she continues to receive incessant recommendations, 
even from overseas clients. ♦ 
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